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Foreword

Further investigations into this topic showed, that the formula given to calculate the tail-SRAM

size with PRR-MMA holds not for all traffic arrival patterns. According to our current knowl-

edge the correct formula is Q·(k+1)/2. This amount of shared tail-SRAM guaranties zero packet

loss for any traffic arrival pattern. With this, a 100Gbps system with k=21 can still decrease the

tail-SRAM size by 47%.

We found further, that this formula holds also for the plain round robin MMA. Concluding we

can say, that the shared tail-SRAM accounts for the complete decrease in SRAM size.
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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the design of fast packet buffers for
high speed Internet routers and switches. These buffers usu-
ally use a memory hierarchy that consist of expensive but
fast SRAM and cheap but slow DRAM to meet both speed
and capacity requirements. One challenge building these
packet buffers is to provide worst-case bandwidth guaran-
tees and fixed latencies, not to stall pipelines or to reduce
throughput. My colleagues and I propose a novel packet
buffer architecture along with a new memory management
algorithm which reduces the amount of required SRAM com-
pared to other architectures, e. g. by 73% for a 100Gbps
system using DDR3-DRAM. Furthermore, our architecture
scales well with line rate.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.6 [Internetworking]: Routers

General Terms

Algorithms, Design, Performance

1. INTRODUCTION
Internet routers and switches need buffers to store packets

in case of congestion. Buffering is typically done on each in-
dividual line card, which maintains a separate FIFO queue
for each service class and egress port (virtual output queu-
ing, VOQ). The number of VOQs to be maintained is in the
order of hundreds to thousands.

Until recently, vendors built packet buffers from cheap,
high capacity DRAM (dynamic RAM). The drawback of
DRAMs is their rather long access time of around T =50ns.
T determines the minimum time between two consecutive
accesses to the DRAM in the worst-case and limits the num-
ber of possible read/write operations. For example, it takes
5.12 ns to receive a 64 byte packet at 100Gbps. A stream
of 64 byte packets requires an access time of T =2.56 ns as
packets have to be written to and read from memory.
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Figure 1: Basic hybrid SRAM/DRAM architecture

Researchers propose a hybrid SRAM/DRAM (HSD) ar-
chitecture [1, 2, 3] to overcome this gap in access time and
provide worst-case bandwidth guarantees. SRAM meets ac-
cess time requirement and DRAM capacity and throughput
requirements. The drawback of the proposed architectures
is that they require large amounts of expensive SRAM.

In this paper, we propose a novel hybrid SRAM/DRAM
packet buffer architecture. Our new Memory Management
Algorithm (MMA) reduces the required amount of SRAM
significantly, while it still provides worst-case bandwidth
guarantees. Furthermore, our architecture scales well with
respect to the line rate.

2. RELATEDWORK
Several HSD packet buffer architectures have been pro-

posed with worst-case bandwidth guarantees. [1] initially
introduced a HSD packet buffer (cf. Fig. 1). It maintains Q
FIFO queues (one per flow) and stores the heads and tails of
all queues in the corresponding SRAM. The remaining part
is stored in bulk DRAM. As soon as for a flow enough data
has arrived in the tail SRAM, an MMA initiates the transfer
of a large fixed size data block B to the corresponding queue
in DRAM. Similarly, in preparation for a packet departure,
an MMA initiates a data transfer of same block size B from
the corresponding queue in DRAM to the head SRAM. The
authors prove, that in worst-case the required SRAM size,
both at head and tail, is QB.

[2] shows that exploiting bank interleaving reduces the
SRAM size. The price they pay is fragmentation of the
DRAM for special traffic patterns and additional effort for
DRAM bank management. In contrast to today’s DRAMs,
they assume DRAMs with several hundred banks, which do
not exist now and in near future. According to our calcu-
lations, the SRAM savings for a system with R =100Gbps,
Q =5000 flows and DDR3-DRAM (8 banks) will only be
around 26%.
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Figure 2: General PHSD architecture
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Figure 3: Status of the 4 DRAM queues in SRAM;
grey cells were already transmitted to DRAM

[3] presents a PHSD (parallel hybrid SRAM/DRAM) ar-
chitecture built from many parallel DRAMs operated indi-
vidually. Finally, for worst-case bandwidth guarantees, it
requires the same amount of SRAM as the first proposal [1].

There are further proposed PHSD packet buffer architec-
tures, which give only statistical guarantees based on the
available SRAM size, e. g. [4]. Consequently, these systems
occasionally lose packets. As we give a 100% bandwidth
guarantee, we do not compare to statistical systems here.

3. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
Our proposal bases on the PHSD architecture in [3]. Fig. 2

shows a general PHSD architecture with k parallel DRAMs.
Each DRAM provides 1/kth of the required bandwidth and
contains Q FIFO flow queues, i. e. each logical flow queue
is spread over all k DRAMs. The head and tail SRAMs
contain just one FIFO queue per DRAM.

The dispatcher segments incoming variable length pack-
ets into fixed length cells and distributes them per flow in a
round robin (RR) sequence over all k DRAMs. This is nec-
essary to read/write a single flow from/to memory as only
all k DRAMs together provide line rate, i. e. every kth cell of
every flow is dispatched to the same DRAM. The minimal
access granularity of the DRAMs determines the cell size,
e. g. 64 byte for DDR3-DRAM. At a given cell size, the line
rate determines k to achieve the required access time.

In the following, we focus on the tail SRAM as the problem
is symmetrical. Assume, we have k = 4 DRAMs and Q = 6
flows named a to f . If now the cell arrivals of the individual
flows correlate conflictingly to the RR sequence, up to Q
cells will accumulate per DRAM queue. Fig. 3(a) shows the
case after the sequential arrival of the cells a1 to f1, a2 to f2.
ai denotes the ith cell of flow a. Accumulation can happen
since the individual DRAMs operate at 1/kth of the line
rate. Meanwhile the other DRAMs are idle.

If we can reduce this conflicting correlation, all DRAMs
will receive and process cells. To achieve this, we propose an
architecture with the following improvements over [3]: a) use

of a new Permutated Round Robin - Memory Management
Algorithm (PRR-MMA) in the dispatcher; b) use of shared
tail SRAM memory for all DRAM queues to save SRAM.

Instead of using the same RR sequence for all Q flows our
PPR-MMA uses Q different permutated sequences in the
best case. With k DRAMs P = (k − 1)! different permu-
tated RR sequences are possible. For k = 4, the P = 6 RR
sequences are: [1234], [1243], [1324], [1342], [1423], [1432].

As all P sequences use the same numbers 1 to k a conflict-
ing correlation is still possible, but only in one number in a
time period. For example, when the system is empty and
the cells a1 to f1 arrive they will accumulate at DRAM 1.
The PRR-MMA will distribute further arriving cells equally
to the remaining DRAMs. Fig. 3(b) shows the state after
the sequential arrival of the cells a1 to f1, a2 to f2.

To accumulate Q cells in DRAM queue 2 beginning from
the state in Fig. 3(b), we have to receive another 6 cells. As
all DRAMs have cells to processes the total amount of cells
in the SRAM does not increase (c. f. Fig. 3(c)).

We found by systematic testing, that for Q = n · P with
n = 1, 2, . . . the maximal amount of necessary tail SRAM is
Q · (2 − 1/k) cells. In contrast, [3] requires Q · (k − 1) cells.
For a given system the number of used DRAMs k can be
varied between a maximal value k̂ and 1. With k = k̂ the
system can use minimum size cells. With k =1 the system
has to use blocks of size B = k cells what is equal to the
system in Fig. 1. For a realistic scenario with R =100Gbps
and DDR3-DRAM the value of k̂ is 21. For this system with
Q =5000 and k =7 SRAM size is decreased by 73%.

In our ongoing work, we concentrate on the following two
topics. First, for P > Q the Q used sequences have to be
selected properly from the available set P . Second, if we
reduce the head SRAM size by the same amount as on tail
side, cells may be delivered out of order.

4. CONCLUSION
High speed routers and switches utilize hybrid SRAM/

DRAM packet buffers to meet both speed and capacity re-
quirements. We reduce the amount of required tail SRAM
significantly by our new PRR-MMA. Therefore, the PRR-
MMA spreads the incoming data as equally as possible to
the individual DRAMs so only little data can accumulate
in the SRAM. Our architecture decreases required SRAM
size of a 100Gbps system with 5000 flows by 73% while still
providing worst-case bandwidth guarantee.
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